News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, September 12, 2021 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. The _____________ raised their flag over the Afghan presidential palace Saturday, a spokesperson said, as the U.S. and the world marked the 20th anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks. (MAIN)

2. Many animals are known to use tools, but a bird named Bruce may be one of the most ingenious nonhuman tool inventors of all: He is a disabled parrot who has designed and uses his own prosthetic ________. (MAIN)

3. President Joe Biden faces major obstacles to achieving his goal of closing the prison in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, including abiding opposition in Congress and a dysfunctional military trial process that has failed to yield a verdict — or even a trial — for the men accused in the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. (MAIN)

4. A solemn President Joe Biden on Saturday marked two decades since the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, leading a day of nationwide grief and remembrance at all three sites of the terrorist attacks and emphasizing the importance of memorializing the painful assault that left nearly ___________ people dead. (MAIN)

5. In 2013, the county faced a crisis. As its population declined, so did the number of bus passengers, which led to unprofitable routes being canceled. Then bus drivers went on strike. Where once there had been three buses a day, suddenly none came, stranding those in remote hamlets who did not own cars. What was the county’s solution? (MAIN)

6. Their village is in Seocheon County, the birthplace of the Taxi of Hope, better known as “the 100-won taxi.” What is 100 won equal to? (MAIN)

7. Seattle is on course to well exceed last year’s ____________ reports of graffiti — on public and private property — to the city’s Find It, Fix It app. (NW)

8. Technology companies that led the charge into remote work as the pandemic unfurled are confronting a new challenge. What is it? (BUSINESS)

9. What are the top two latest trends in high-end kitchens? (AT HOME IN THE NW)

10. Port focuses first on the ______________ — the inanimate materials — to reflect the way her clients use their space. The main ingredient? Comfort, spelled as warmth, shelter from rain and a cushy place to land. This could be as simple as Adirondack chairs with fluffy cushions and blankets around a fire pit, ideally kept outside for ready use. (AT HOME IN THE NW)